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Abstract

Current generation solar cells mainly consist of planar, single p-n junction Si solar
cells, which are approaching their maximum efficiency. In order to increase the solar
cell efficiency a new generation of solar cells needs to be introduced. This is where
nanowire (NW) solar cells come into play, which have a higher theoretical maximum
efficiency.

NW solar cells have several advantages over planar solar cells, which include the
fact that NW solar cells have a lower volume, thus a reduction in material use and
amount of impurities and defects. Furthermore, NWs absorb light efficiency due to the
antenna effect and have a higher chance of emission as the internal reflection is lower.
In this thesis GaAs NW solar cells will be investigated. GaAs, contrary to Si, has a
direct bandgap, which makes for efficient excitation of electron hole pairs. The
problem with GaAs however, is that it has a high surface recombination velocity
(SRV), which decreases the efficiency. The SRV can be decreased by passivating the
NWs with InGaP, which thus increases the efficiency. In this thesis the optimal
parameters for InGaP passivation of GaAs NW solar cells will be investigated and
compared to sulfur passivated GaAs NWs. The parameters include the thickness of
the InGaP layer and the number of digital etching steps. Digital etching is a method
of cleaning the NW surface from damage formed during the fabrication. The main
tool for examining the passivation layers is photoluminescence spectroscopy. SEM and
TEM will be used to see the actual NWs and defects on the nm scale.

First the sulfur and InGaP NWs were compared directly. Photoluminescence (PL)
measurements were performed on GaAs NWs that have been passivated with sulfur and
InGaP. Samples passivated with InGaP showed a 15.7 times higher photoluminescence
intensity than sulfur. From SEM images it has become clear that side facets have formed
after InGaP passivation, but not for sulfur passivation.

Hereafter the NWs optimal parameters for the InGaP passivation is examined.
This is done by digitally etching the NWs 2 to 7 times and subsequently passivating
these samples with 10, 30 and 50 nm of InGaP. Thereafter integrated PL intensity
measurements were performed on all the samples, as well as for sulfur passivated NWs
for different digital etching steps. There was no clear connection found between the
number of digital etching steps and the integrated PL intensity, for all InGaP layer
thicknesses. However, from comparing the spectrum it could be concluded that 30 nm
InGaP passivation for GaAs NWs that have undergone 3 steps of digital etching would
be the best combination for the NW solar cell. A TEM image analysis has also been
performed from which it could be concluded that the InGaP is lattice matched to
GaAs. From integrated PL measurements on sulfur passivated GaAs NWs for
different digital etching steps a clear connection was found between the number of
digital etching steps and integrated PL intensity. It was found that the PL intensity
doubles from zero to one step of digital etching, but does not increase much further.
Although for InGaP there was no clear connection, the average integrated PL
intensity relative to planar GaAs was 118 ± 28, whereas for sulfur the maximum was
only 2. Lastly power dependent PL measurements were performed in order to
calculate the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs
NWs for DE 4, 5 and 6. From this it was concluded that the IQE was the highest for
DE5, and lowest for DE4. Furthermore, it could be concluded that a high PL
spectrum does not necessarily correspond with a high IQE.
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1 Introduction

The world energy consumption was 19 Terawatts in 2015 and is expected to grow to 25
Terawatts by 2040 [1]. Currently about 87% of that energy is delivered by fossil fuels and
by 2040 it is still expected that 78% of that energy is delivered by fossil fuels. This is a
big problem not only because it is inevitable that the world is eventually going to run out
of fossil fuels, but the consumption of it also has a detrimental effect on the environment.
The global CO2 emission has risen from 23000 Mt CO2/yr in 1990 to 37000 Mt CO2/yr in
2017 [17]. It is self explanatory that this has a major contribution to climate change and
global warming.

Looking at these numbers it is clear that the world should move over from fossil fuels to
renewable energy sources. There are several different renewable energy sources which are
heavily invested in at the moment. Hydroelectric energy is relatively easy to obtain and
provides a great amount of energy, but it is approaching its limit of supply and has other
environmental impacts such as destroying natural habitats and people needing to move
out of there house to make place for the water reservoir [11]. Nuclear fission has no CO2

emission but it does provide nuclear waste and there is only a finite amount of nuclear fuel
so it is not a long term solution. Nuclear fusion could be the solution to everything but it
is still years away and it has never been proven that it could ever be economically feasible
on large scales [12]. Wind energy and biomass are great options, but since the energy that
can be acquired from these sources does, indirectly, come from the sun it might be better
to harvest it directly from the source. Therefore the last option left, and at this moment
the most promising one, is solar energy. Solar energy is, in a way, also nuclear fusion energy
since the Sun itself is a giant fusion reactor. Since the solar energy incident on the Earth is
thousands of times higher than the worldwide energy consumption, solar panels are a great
renewable energy source.

Mass produced solar cells that make up for most of the commercially sold solar panels consist
of single junction silicon modules. These are the cheapest to produce but have an average
efficiency of about 17% [6]. The next generation of photovoltaics could be nanowire (NW)
solar cells. NW solar cells have several advantages compared to planar layer solar cells. The
first is that a NW solar cell has a much smaller volume than a planar layer solar cell and can
be removed from the expensive substrate on which they have been grown, which results in
a reduction in material use and cost. The reduction in volume also means that the amount
of impurities and defects will also be less than for planar solar cells. Furthermore NWs
receive the antenna effect, resulting in very efficient light absorption. And lastly NWs have
a high probability of emission since they undergo not as much internal reflection [25]. The
NWs that will be examined in this report are made of GaAs. A main advantage of GaAs
over Si is that it has a direct band gap which makes for efficient excitation of electron-hole
pairs. Furthermore GaAs can be passivated with lattice-matched InGaP which reduces the
surface recombination and makes for higher efficiency solar cells.

The goal of this report is to examine the properties of passivation layers of nanowire solar
cells using several different experimental techniques. The report consists of 5 Chapters
including the introduction in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2 the theoretical background will
discussed that is needed to understand the experiment. Chapter 3 consists of the explanation
of the experiment itself and the experimental methods. The results will be given and
discussed in Chapter 4. Finally the report will be concluded in Chapter 5.
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2 Theoretical Background

Before the experiments can be done it is important to first understand the underlying
concepts regarding nanowire solar cells. In this chapter these concepts will be elaborated
upon and it will be come clear why the experiments are conducted. Firstly the working
principle of the solar cell will be explained in Chapter 2.1. Next it will be explained how the
efficiency of solar cells can be maximized in Chapter 2.2. After that surface recombination
and passivation layers will be discussed in Chapter 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. The proposed
architecture of the NW solar cell will be discussed in Chapter 2.5. The fabrication and
cleaning method of the NWs that are used in the experiments will be explained in Chapter
2.6 and 2.7 respectively. Finally the passivation process of the NWs that are used in the
experiments will be explained in Chapter 2.8.

2.1 Solar cell working principle

A new generation of solar cells need to be developed in order for solar cells to obtain high
levels of efficiency. This new generation of solar cells could very likely be nanowire solar
cells. It is important to first understand the basic principles of solar cells before methods
can be found to improve them.

In essence, a solar cell works by placing a semiconductor p-n junction in the sun. Photons
will then either be reflected, transmitted or absorbed by the solar cell. No power can be
generated when the photons are reflected or transmitted. When the photons are absorbed
by the solar cell they will excite electrons to the conduction band, leaving holes behind in
the valence band. These electrons and holes, which are called carriers, are then able to move
freely in the semiconductor. After a load is placed across the semiconductor the electrons
in the conduction band will move to an electrode in one direction while the holes in the
valence band will move in the opposite direction and will be collected by another electrode.
The excited electrons will then lose energy and fall back to the valence band. This whole
process creates an electric current.

The short-circuit current (ISC), open-circuit voltage (VOC) and fill factor (FF ) are major
factors that determine the efficiency of a solar cell. These quantities can be described by
the very simple electric circuit shown in figure 1. VOC refers to the voltage that is generated
in the case that the terminals are isolated. ISC refers to the current that is generated in
the case that the terminals are connected together [19].

The efficiency by which a solar cell can convert power is defined as the ratio of the power
output of the solar cell (Pout) and the power that is incident on the solar cell (Pin). Pout is
determined by the product of the voltage and current density at the operating point of the
solar cell (Pout = VOPJOP ). The efficiency of the solar cell is given by:

η =
Pout
Pin

=
VOPJOP
Pin

=
FFJSCVOC

Pin
. (1)

From this it can be seen that the FF is defined as the ratio between POP and VOCJSC
[25]. As can be seen by the equation in order to get the maximum solar cell efficiency
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Figure 1: A simple circuit with a semiconductor pn-junction solar cell as a power source.

FF , JSC and VOC need to be maximized. The maximum efficiency is determined by the
Shockley-Queisser limit and ultimate limit.

The Shockley-Queisser limit (SQ-limit) refers to the maximum theoretical efficiency of solar
energy conversion for typical sunlight conditions, or in other words the fraction of energy
that is generated per absorbed photon, when in a photovoltaic cell a single p-n junction
is used for power collection. The limit was first derived in 1961 by William Shockley and
Hans-Joachim Queisser leading to a maximum efficiency of 30%, but was later revised to
be 33.7% at a band gap of 1.34 eV, since the first calculation was oversimplified [21],[23].
As an example, for Si the SQ-limit is about 32% since the band gap is less ideal at 1.1 eV
[21]. It is possible to outperform the SQ-limit since it only applies to single p-n junction
solar cells. The ultimate limit, which was also proposed by Shockley and Queisser, refers to
the efficiency that is reached when the sun were to illuminate a solar cell with a solid input
angle of 4π when a simplified black-body radiation spectrum is assumed [9]. The ultimate
limit is proposed in Shockley and Quiesser’s paper and determined to be ∼44% [23].

There are several losses that limit the maximum efficiency of a solar cell to the SQ-limit if it
were to operate in the radiative limit. The Carnot loss covers the unavoidable fundamental
thermodynamic loss that occurs because of the difference in temperature between the solar
cell and the sun. Another loss that is not avoidable is that diode characteristics of the
solar cell imply that the operating voltage will always be less than VOC . The third loss,
the quantum defect loss, is that below band gap photons will not be absorbed by the cell
as they pass right through it. Using semiconductors with a small band gap minimizes
this loss. Next there are losses due to thermalization. These, opposed to below band gap
losses, occur because higher than band gap photons can only maximally excite the band gap
energy, which results in the excess energy being lost through heat. Both the quantum defect
and thermalization loss can be reduced by multiple junction solar cells, since the multiple
junctions have different band gaps accounting for a greater part of the solar spectrum.
For multiple junction solar cells the SQ-limit is calculated for the tandem cell. This is
due to the fact that the way the cells are interconnected has to be taken into account.

Department of Applied Physics | Eindhoven University of Technology 3
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Figure 2: Plot of the ultimate and SQ- efficiency of a single junction solar cell in the
radiative limit including the losses that affect the maximum efficiency as a function of band
gap energy. [25],[9]

Additionally the solar cell loses a little bit of power due to the fact that it emits photons at
the operating voltage. Lastly there is the loss that separates the SQ-limit from the ultimate
limit: the etendue expansion. This loss is caused by the increase in entropy as the incident
and emitted photons have a difference in etendue. This is explained further in Chapter
2.2. There are other losses that affect the maximum efficiency of a solar cell if it does not
operate in the radiative limit and if the absorption beyond the band gap is not ideal. Firstly
if the absorption beyond the band gap is not ideal then of course the maximum efficiency
will be decreased since the photocurrent and consequently the maximum extracted power
will decrease. Furthermore there are nonradiative losses that affect the solar cell, these will
also be explained in Chapter 2.2 [25]. A plot of the maximum efficiency of a single junction
solar cell as a function of the band gap energy including the losses is given in figure 2.

2.2 Maximizing efficiency

In order to maximize the efficiency of the solar cell and thus get the efficiency as close to
the SQ-limit as possible the FF , ISC and VOC need to be maximized. ISC is determined
by two properties: how well the solar cell absorbs light and the the probability of electrons
being delivered to the circuit by incident photons. This last property is determined by the
quantum efficiency (QE). The QE consists of two terms: the internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) and the external quantum efficiency (EQE). IQE is effectively described as the ratio
of the number of extracted carriers from the solar cell and the number of absorbed photons.
The IQE can be determined experimentally, which will be explained in Chapter 3.2.4.
EQE is described as the probability of photoluminescence when an electron-hole pair is
recombined [2].

VOC is determined by the following equation:

Department of Applied Physics | Eindhoven University of Technology 4
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VOC = V Ultimate
OC − | kBT

q
ln(

εin
εout

) | − | kBT
q

ln(ηPLext ) | . (2)

This equation consists of three terms. The term V Ultimate
OC refers to the VOC when the solar

cell is operating in the ultimate limit. This V Ultimate
OC lies very close to the band gap of

the semiconductor. It is however limited by the Carnot loss and increased by the average
thermal energy of the electron-hole pairs. To get to the V Ultimate

OC , the second and third
term of equation 2 should be as small as possible. Therefore in the second term of the
equation εin

εout
and in the third term ηext should be as close to 1 as possible [9].

The second term of the equation covers the radiative losses due to etendue expansion. More
specifically it covers the angular balance of the entropy of the system. In order to maintain
thermodynamic balance solar cells have to also emit photons, not only absorb them. The
factor εin

εout
refers to the ratio of the sunlight’s etendue (angular spread) and the etendue of

the light emitted by the solar cell. Therefore in order to get the maximum efficiency εin
should be equal to εout. εin is very small since the sun is very far away and is equal to 6
x 10-5 sr. εout is 4π sr for planar solar cells because the light can reflect in any direction
resulting in the SQ-limit. This can be improved however for NW solar cells, as the shape of
the NWs result in the light being reflected towards the sun. In this case the ultimate limit
can be achieved of ∼44% [23].

The third term of the equation covers non-radiative recombination, which is caused by three
different factors: impurities, crystalline defects and surface recombination [3]. Non-radiative
recombination is described by ηPLext , the external radiative efficiency (ERE). This term can
be split into the internal radiative efficiency, ηPLint , and the average efficiency by which light
can be extracted, Pesc. This can be approximated by the following equation:

ηPLext = ηPLint Pesc =
τ−1rad

τ−1radτ
−1
nrad

Pesc, (3)

where τ−1rad and τ−1nrad are the radiative and nonradiative recombination rates respectively.
Therefore the VOC can be enhanced by trying to get a bigger internal radiative efficiency and
average light extraction efficiency. Pesc can be increased by improving the material quality
of the NWs. More specifically the outcoupling of photons that are internally generated
needs to be enhanced. This can be done by the adiabatic expansion of the optical mode in
tapered NWs [25]. This report however will be mainly focused on increasing ηPLint to unity.
To do this the effective nonradiative recombination rate, which can be expressed as:

1

τeff,nrad
=

1

τb
+

4SRV

d
, (4)

needs to be as small as possible. In this equation the carrier lifetime in bulk material
is represented by τb, the surface recombination velocity by SRV and the diameter of the
nanowire by d. Therefore if τ−1nrad needs to be decreased, the SRV also needs to be decreased.
What surface recombination exactly is and how it can be decreased will be explained in the
next section.
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Figure 3: Band diagram of semiconductor p-n junction with the red stripes indicating the
surface states. The yellow circles represent the electrons in the conduction band, while
the blue circles represent the holes in the valence band. The green stripes represent the
recombination of the electron-hole pairs through the surface states. The black dashed line
represents the Fermi level.

2.3 Surface recombination

A semiconductor consists of atoms in a periodic lattice which results in the formation of
a conduction and valence band separated by a band gap. This band representation is
true when there is a large amount of semiconductor atoms, however at the surface of the
semiconductor there are dangling bonds. This is because the atoms at the surface of the
semiconductor would like to have a bond with other atoms but since the lattice ends at
the surface there are no bonds possible. This breaks the formation of the lattice at the
surface and results in states in the forbidden region of the band gap called surface states.
These surface states can function as a trap center and be used to recombine electrons in
the conduction band to holes in the valence band. Why this is problematic for a solar cell
can be explained using a band diagram of a p-n junction solar cell shown in figure 3. The
photons that fall on the p-side of the semiconductor will generate electron-hole pairs. The
electrons should be collected at the n-type electrode and the holes should be collected at the
p-type electrode, indicated by the arrows in figure 3. The surface states, indicated by the
red stripes at the sides of the diagram, can be used by the electrons in the conduction band
as a trap center to be recombined with a hole in the valence band. So now instead of the
electron being collected by the electrode and contributing to the current, it is annihilated
due to the recombination which is made possible by the surface states. Therefore the density
of the surface states should be decreased as much as possible.

NWs have a much bigger surface to volume ratio than planar surfaces, therefore it is even
more important to control the surface recombination for NWs as opposed to planar surfaces.
A good way to measure the density of the surface states is the surface recombination velocity
(SRV). In the case that the SRV approaches zero there is no recombination at the surface,
likewise if the SRV approaches infinity all electron-hole pairs recombine at the surface.
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Table 1: SRV of Si, GaAs and InP [10]

Material SRV (cm/s)

Si 102 - 8 · 104

GaAs 104-107

InP 103-106

Values of the SRV of Si, GaAs and InP can be found in table 1. In order to get the solar
cell efficiency as high as possible the SRV needs to be as low as possible. This will increase
the τ−1nrad (equation 4), which lowers ηPLint and in turn ηPLext (equation 3), which increases VOC
(equation 2) and thus the power output of the solar cell Pout resulting in a bigger solar cell
efficiency η (equation 1). Reducing the SRV can be done by passivating the surface of the
NWs. How this works will be explained in the next section.

2.4 Passivation layers

As has been said in the previous section passivating the surface of the NWs is necessary to
decrease the amount of surface states. When passivating the NWs a passivation layer will
form around the surface. The atoms in the passivation layer will bind with the unbound
atoms at the surface of the semiconductor, lowering the amount of surface states and thus
the SRV [5].This will result in less carriers recombining and more carriers being collected at
the electrodes and therefore a higher power output. There are several types of passivation
layers possible for GaAs NWs. In this thesis the main focus will be on optimizing the
growth parameters for InGaP passivation of GaAs NWs. These growth parameters consist
of the thickness of the InGaP shell and the amount of digital etching steps the NWs undergo
before the passivation. These growth parameters will then be compared to S passivation of
GaAs NWs. More information about the passivation will be given in Chapter 2.8. Digital
etching will be further explained in Chapter 2.7. Now that it is clear why the NWs need to
be passivated the proposed architecture for the actual NW solar cell will be explained.

2.5 Proposed architecture of the nanowire solar cell

For the real NW solar cell there will also be a window layer and back surface field present
on the NWs, next to the passivation layer. These are there because ideally the majority
carriers will be passed through to the electrode and the minority carriers will be stopped.
This can be achieved by implementation of a window layer and a back surface field. The
window layer is located at the top of the nanowire and needs to be transparent and made
of high band gap material in order for sunlight to be passed through most efficiently, hence
why it is called the window layer [20]. The back surface field (BSF) is located at the bottom
of the cell [14].

The substrate for the NW solar cell will be fabricated by growing epilayers of GaAs using
molecular beam epitaxy or metalorganic vapour-phase epitaxy. These techniques will be
explained further in Chapter 2.8. The epilayers will be grown in order: BSF first, the
p-doped GaAs next, then the n-doped GaAs and finally the window layer. The BSF for
the final solar cell will consist of p+-doped InGaP. The window layer will consist of
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Figure 4: Schematic image of an InGaP passivated GaAs nanowire inside a NW solar cell.

n+-doped GaAs. Thereafter the NWs will be made from the substrate using a top-down
lithography method that will be explained in Chapter 2.6. After the NWs have been
fabricated from the substrate they have to undergo initial steps to optimize their surface.
These steps include a certain number cleaning steps (digital etching) and passivation to
decrease the high SRV of GaAs [10]. These steps can be optimized by analyzing the
integrated photoluminescence efficiency of GaAs NWs that were fabricated from an
undoped GaAs substrate. This integrated photoluminescence setup is described in
Chapter 3.1.1 and the results are described in Chapter 4.2.

After the optimal number of digital etching steps and ideal passivation layer has been
found the NWs will be digitally etched and then passivated. Thereafter the space between
the NWs will be filled with a BCB polymer. After that the top layer of passivation will
be removed which will reveal the window layer. Lastly a front and back contact will be
attached which will complete the NW solar cell. A schematic sketch of one of the NWs in
the solar cell can be seen in figure 4. The nanowires used in the experiments in this report
will thus not consist of a p- and n-doped region as they are fabricated from an undoped
GaAs wafer. Furthermore the BSF and window layer will not be present. More information
regarding the nanowires used in this experiment will be given in the next section.

2.6 Top-down nanowire fabrication

Before the experiment starts it is important to first understand how the GaAs nanowires
that are used in the experiments are fabricated. There are two main methods with which
NWs are fabricated: top-down and bottom-up techniques. The top-down method basically
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works by etching the NWs from a substrate. The bottom-up approach basically works by
growing the NWs on a substrate. The technique with which the nanowires are made is a
top-down approach. The reason for using the top-down instead of the bottom-up approach
is because the top-down approach has several advantages. The top-down approach makes
it easier to obtain structures that are well-ordered. Next to that the diameters and lengths
of the NWs are very homogeneous for this approach. Whereas for the bottom-up approach
the NWs can suffer from defects, unintentional doping and it is harder to get homogeneous
doping profiles. The advantage of the bottom-up approach is the high NW density, NW
length and the fact that the NWs can be homogeneously distributed over relatively large
areas [27]. The downside of the top-down approach is that a lot of material is wasted while
etching the NWs from the substrate. While the NW solar cell is still in the experimental fase
this is not much of a problem, however if the NW solar cell would ever get mass produced
it will be much better to fabricate it using the bottom-up approach since then less material
will be wasted. Another downside of the top-down approach is that during the etching
process the surface can be damaged which affects the electrical and optical properties of the
NWs [4]. However this problem can be solved by cleaning the surface of the NWs through
digital etching. The top-down NW fabrication method consists of 9 steps that will now be
explained.

1. The fabrication starts with a GaAs wafer. The native oxides are removed by dipping the
wafer in a 10 % ammonia solution for 2 minutes.

2. A 400 nm layer of Si3N4 is deposited on top of the wafer by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD).

3. Thereafter the negative e-beam resist MAN2415 is spin-coated on top of the Si3N4

layer.

4. Then a blueprint for an array of NWs is drawn on the e-beam resist with electron beam
lithography (EBL).

5. In the development stage the e-beam resist is removed everywhere, except on the spots
where it has been treated with EBL, by dipping the sample in a MAD 532S developer.

6. The next step is to etch the Si3N4 between the treated e-beam resist spots. This is done
by nitride RIE (reactive ion etching), using the treated e-beam resist as a mask.

7. The treated e-beam resist is removed by dipping the sample in acetone for 1 hour and
subsequently O2 plasma cleaning the sample for 10 minutes using ICP-RIE.

8. A Cl2-N2-Ar plasma is used to ICP-RIE etch (inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion
etching) the GaAs using the Si3N4 as a hard mask.

9. Ultimately all the remaining Si3N4 is etched by doping the sample in a 10% HF solution
for 2 minutes resulting in a pattern of vertically standing GaAs nanowires.

The process is schematically represented in figure 5. After this process is done the NWs
undergo several steps of digital etching, which will be explained in the next section.
Thereafter the NWs can be passivated.
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of the top-down fabrication of GaAs nanowires.

2.7 Digital etching

Digital etching is used as a method to etch away the surface of the NWs. The main reason
for this is to clean the surface of the NWs from the damage that is formed after Cl2-N2-Ar
ICP-RIE etching in step 8 of Chapter 2.6. Furthermore digital etching removes impurities,
contaminations and decreases the surface roughness. How digital etching works will now
briefly be discussed.

Before the digital etching starts the sample is submerged in a 10% HF solution for 2 minutes.
This is done to remove the SiNx layer. Thereafter the sample is submerged in a 10% NH4OH
solution for 2 minutes to remove the oxide layer that has formed around the NWs as they
are exposed to air. Now the digital etching can start. Digital etching starts by inductively
coupled plasma etching the sample at a temperature of 60 ◦C. The plasma that is used to
oxidize the surface for the digital etching is a 75 SCCM O2 plasma that is generated by
a 1000 W plasma source. In the ICP-device the NWs are exposed to the O2 plasma at a
pressure of 40 mTorr for 1 minute and then with a higher pressure of 75 mTorr for 1 minute.
The digital etching is completed by submerging the sample again in a 10% NH4OH solution
for 2 minutes, to dissolve the oxides that were formed by the O2 plasma. This makes up one
cycle of digital etching. After one cycle is complete the process can be repeated until the
desired amount of digital etching cycles is reached. The optimal amount of digital etching
cycles will be determined by comparing integrated PL intensity measurements and will be
discussed in Chapter 4.2.

For every digital etching step the diameter of the nanowires, d, is reduced. In order to
find out how much d decreases the following experiment is performed by Pim Suijkerbuijk.
Three different samples of NWs have been digitally etched 1, 2, 3 and 5 times. For each of
these samples the diameter of several NWs has been measured using the SEM. The average
diameter of these NWs has then be plotted against the number of digital etching steps. The
results can be seen in figure 6. As can be seen fit in the figure there is a linear connection
between the d and the number of performed DE steps. Therefore it can be concluded that
for every digital etching steps d decreases by (9.98 ± 0.06) nm.

2.8 Nanowire passivation

In the experiments the GaAs NWs will be passivated with InGaP and sulfur. In this Chapter
it will be explained why InGaP and sulfur could be good candidates for GaAs passivation
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Figure 6: Nanowire diameter as a function of digital etching steps. Graph obtained by Pim
Suijkerbuijk.

and how the actual InGaP and sulfur passivation is done. First the method with which the
InGaP passivation will be performed, MOVPE, is explained.

2.8.1 MOVPE

Metal-organic vapour-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) is a chemical vapour deposition technique.
MOVPE is a highly complex process used for growing creating complex semiconductor
multilayer structures by growing crystalline layers. It is used for many applications such as
producing LEDs, lasers, transistors and most importantly for this report: solar cells and
other optoelectronic devices [22].

In order to create the III-V semiconductor materials that are used for the production of the
NWs, the MOVPE reactor deposits extremely thin layers of atoms onto a semiconductor
wafer. This is done by vaporizing the chemical components and transporting them into the
reactor. These injected gases can be dosed precisely and are ultra-pure. Inside the reactor
a chemical reaction takes place that creates the desired compound semiconductor from the
chemical components [22].

Another method for producing semiconductor materials is molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
A high quality of monocrystalline material is obtainable for both MBE and MOVPE because
both these techniques have many options to optimize parameters. As the full name of
MOVPE gives away it is a chemical reaction, not a physical deposition such as in MBE.
An advantage of MBE is that it is an ultra-high vacuum technique and can therefore grow
NWs with very little contaminations. However MBE has a relatively low growth rate which
makes it less ideal for large scale NW production. MOVPE can produce NWs with equally
high material property, has a high deposition rate and is flexible in regards to precursor
gases [4]. Other differences between MOVPE and MBE are regarding the EQE of the NWs.
Measurements on EQE have shown that MOVPE grown MOVPE grown samples produce
higher EQE but MBE grown samples have a lower background absorption [2].
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2.8.2 InGaP passivation

Indium gallium phosphide (InGaP) could be high performing candidate for GaAs NW
passivation instead of the commonly used AlGaAs [18]. InGaP is a III-V semiconductor
that is frequently used in high-power and high-frequency electronics. This is because it
has a higher electron velocity than the more widely used semiconductors such as Si and
also GaAs [10]. InGaP has been reported before to be a better working passivation layer
than to AlGaAs. A SRV of 1.5 cm/s for In0.5Ga0.5P on GaAs interfaces has been reported

by Olson et al.[13] compared to a SRV of 210 cm/s for Al0.4Ga0.6As on GaAs interfaces,
after which it was concluded that the interface between InGaP and GaAs is cleaner.
When InGaP is grown on GaAs, as is what happens during InGaP passivation, there is
little compositional mixing, which results in a cleaner interface [18]. These SRVs are much
lower then the SRV of unpassivated GaAs that has been given in Chapter 2.3. One more
reason InGaP could work well as a passivation for GaAs is that it is almost lattice
matched to GaAs, especially the In0.5Ga0.5P compound [24]. The lattice matched
property increases the ability of the InGaP to reduce the SRV of GaAs, since then the
InGaP molecules are closer to the dangling GaAs bonds.

Now the actual passivation process will be explained. The lattice matched InGaP
passivation of the GaAs NWs is being done in a horizontal MOVPE reactor (see Chapter
2.8.1). This requires the process to take place at 710 ◦C with a V/III ratio of 262. These
parameters have been optimized by Ilya Kolpakov after a wide range of experiments.

The process works by placing a substrate containing the NWs in the MOVPE reactor.
Inside the reactor the precisely dosed chemical components to create the InGaP passivation
(In, Ga, P and other gases) are vaporized. Thereafter the InGaP layer is deposited onto
the GaAs NWs in such a way that it is precisely lattice matched. Because the reaction in
the MOVPE reactor takes place in arsenic rich conditions there are As contaminations on
the surface of the NWs. Therefore to decrease this oxidation the Ga is injected into the
reactor shortly before the In and P. This allows for the Ga to react with the oxidised As
to create GaAs again on the surface of the NWs. After the whole process is done the final
product are the InGaP passivated GaAs NWs. The InGaP passivation of the GaAs NWs
used in the experiments is done by Ilya Kolpakov.

2.8.3 Sulfur passivation

Sulfur could be a well working candidate for GaAs NW passivation because it not only
reduces the density of surface states by binding with dangling GaAs bonds, but it could
also remove the native oxides of GaAs. During the sulfur passivation Ga and As sulfides,
GaxSy and AsxSy, will be formed by chemical reactions. These sulfides will reduce the
surface recombination and protect the NWs against further oxidation [15]. There are a
number of different sulfurs with which the passivation can be done. For this report it has
been chosen to use a (NH4)2Sx solution since this is one of the most widely used sulfur
passivation approaches [29]. One downside of the sulfur passivation using (NH4)2Sx is the
limited chemical stability in ambient environments and air contamination. The chemical
stability of the passivation could be improved by applying a SiO2 thin film to the sulfur
passivated NWs [7]. Therefore in the experiment in Chapter 3.2.1 there will both be S and
S-SiO2 passivated GaAs NWs in order to compare them.
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Now the actual passivation process will be explained. As has just been discussed for the
sulfur passivation of the GaAs surface a sulfur saturated ammonium sulfide ((NH4)2Sx)
solution will be used. This is done by weighing 2.9 grams of sulfur and placing it in a
100 ml bottle. Next 30 ml of ammonium sulfide will be added. This solution is stirred for
30 minutes. Thereafter 200 ml of UPWater is measured to which 3 ml of the (NH4)2Sx
will be added. This new solution is stirred and heated up to 60 ◦C for 30 minutes until
its completely mixed. Now the passivation can start. This is done by placing the GaAs
NWs in the solution for 15 minutes. Thereafter the NWs are rinsed by placing them in the
UPWater bath. Next the NWs are placed in isopropanol which has been heated up to 80
◦C for prevention of capillary forces. Finally the sample is dried after which the passivation
is completed. The sulfur passivation of the GaAs NWs used in the experiments have been
done by Daniel Vakulov and Ilya Kolpakov.
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3 Experimental Setup

In this Chapter the experimental setup will be explained. The experimental equipment
will be explained in Chapter 3.1 after which the experiments will be explained in Chapter
3.2.

3.1 Experimental equipment

The goal of this thesis is to optimize parameters for InGaP passivation of GaAs NWs.
In order to do that integrated photoluminescence measurements will be performed and
compared for different parameters. The results will be compared with S passivation of the
GaAs NWs. Several different methods of experimentation have been used in this report to
examine the passivation of GaAs NWs. Photoluminescence is the main tool for comparing
the properties of the passivation layers in this experiment. The scanning electron microscope
and transmission electron microscope will be used to see the actual wires and defects on
the nm scale. These experimental methods will explained in this section.

3.1.1 Photoluminescence spectroscopy

After photons are absorbed by any type of matter light will be emitted. This is called
photoluminescence (PL). This phenomenon occurs because the electromagnetic radiation
(photons) will excite the electrons inside the material to a higher energy level
(photoexcitation), after which the electrons will fall back to a lower energy level or ground
state during which they emit another photon. The PL spectroscopy then works by
pointing a 532 nm laser on a sample. This laser, with known excitation power higher than
the band gap, excites electrons to the conduction band leaving holes behind in the valence
band. The electron-hole pairs in the sample can recombine either radiatively or
non-radiatively. With this they emit photons. The intensity of these emitted photons can
then be measured and gives the spectral emission. This results in PL spectra of the
number of measured counts (PL intensity) versus the wavelength, or through a simple
conversion, the energy of the emitted photons. The peaks of the PL spectra indicate the
band gap of the measured material. Photoluminescence spectroscopy can therefore be
used to study optical qualities of nanowires. Examples of applications of PL spectroscopy
are band gap determination, impurity levels and defect detection and examining
recombination mechanisms. This measurement technique is has several advantages such as
not being destructive, efficient and contactless.

In this thesis the integrated PL intensity (IPL) at room temperature gives a first
indication of how well the NWs would work in the solar cell. It is desired to have an IPL
of the passivated NWs that is as high as possible. The better the passivation works the
higher the PL intensity. This is because the passivation will reduce the surface
recombination which will increase the number of electron-hole pairs that can be excited by
the laser in the PL experiment (or the sun in the real solar cell). The IPL is just a first
indication of optical properties of the NWs. More accurate results could be given for IPL
in combination with other optical measurements such as ERE measurements and
time-resolved PL measurements. From the time-resolved PL measurements quantitative
results can be obtained such as carrier lifetimes and from that the SRV.
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Figure 7: Schematic sketch of the photoluminescence spectroscopy setup that is used for
the optical measurements. The removable beam splitter and mirror are only used when
aiming the laser on the sample.

The PL setup works as follows. An MGL-III 532 nm 100 mW laser is used. The laser first
goes through a filter, then a mirror and a neutral density filter. The neutral density filter
acts as a power wheel with which the laser power can be controlled. Next the laser light
hits another mirror after which it falls on a beam splitter (BS). Here half the laser light falls
on the power meter and the other half falls on the sample after going through an objective.
After the laser hits the sample it will emit photons due to photoluminescence. This light
falls on the BS, then another mirror, a long-pass filter and finally it will be measured
by a Princeton Instruments Acton Advanced SP2500A spectrometer. This spectrometer
is connected to a PC that has software to process the results. Before the measurements
can start the laser first has to be aimed on the sample. This can be done by adding the
removable mirror and BS. Once these are installed the laser can be pointed at the desired
spot on the sample by using the lamp and camera. All PL measurements in this report
have been performed at room temperature. A schematic sketch of the setup can be seen in
figure 7. The PL measurements were analyzed using MATLAB. The MATLAB scripts that
were used are given in the Appendix 6.1.

All PL measurements in this report were obtained under supervision by Ksenia Korzun
with the exception of the 50 nm InGaP passivated PL measurements in Chapter 4.2, which
were obtained by Guus Dam. All data has been analyzed by Guus Verbugt.

3.1.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

Electron microscopes are very useful when looking at objects that are too small to be able
to use visible light as a way of seeing them. This is the case when the object that has to
be examined is smaller than the wavelength of visible light. Since electrons have a much
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Figure 8: Schematic cross-section of a SEM

smaller wavelength than the photons in visible light they are able to produce images of
with a resolution of a few nanometers. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type
of electron microscope. The SEM works by creating an electron beam through thermionic
emission using an electron gun, then accelerating the electrons using a potential, next using
electromagnetic lenses to focus the beam and finally aiming the beam on a sample. Now the
focused beam will fall on the sample where the electrons exchange energy with the molecules
on the sample which results in the electrons to scatter back to the detector. Next to that
there are also secondary electrons, Auger electrons and electromagnetic radiation which
each have a special detector for measurements [3]. A schematic representation of the SEM
can be seen in figure 8. The SEM data in this report was acquired by Guus Verbugt.

3.1.3 Transmission electron microscope (TEM)

A transmission electron microscope (TEM) is a measurement technique that, similar to
SEM, uses electrons to form an image. Unlike the SEM however, the TEM transmits an
electron beam through a sample, after which an image can be formed. The microscope
is normally used on ultrathin samples with a thickness of less than 100 nm. After the
electrons are accelerated using voltages of up to 300 kV they travel through the sample,
where they interact with the atoms in the sample. A magnification of the image is then
focused on an imaging device using magnetic lenses. The TEM has a resolution of less than
a nanometer, which means that it can be used to see atomic features of the sample, such
as crystalline phases, side facets, dislocations and heterostructures [3]. The high resolution
of the TEM also means that it is a much more complicated measurement technique that
requires sample preparation of individual NWs while only parts of the single NWs can be
looked at. Therefore the SEM is used as a tool for fast analysis to look at the NWs while
the TEM is used as more of an in depth measurement technique to see certain features of
the NWs more clearly. The TEM images in this report were acquired by Marcel Verheijen
at the Philips Innovation lab at the High Tech Campus of Eindhoven.
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Table 2: Overview of the samples that are used in the experiment.

Number of DE steps InGaP layer thickness (nm)

2 10, 50

3 10, 30, 50

4 10, 30, 50

5 10, 30, 50

6 10, 30, 50

7 10, 30, 50

3.2 Experiments

Several experiments will be conducted in order to optimize the growth parameters for GaAs
nanowire passivation layers. The main parameters of interest will be: passivation layer
thickness, the number of digital etching steps and the best substance for passivation (InGaP,
S or S-SiO2). In this chapter the different experiments will be explained. The results will
be discussed in Chapter 4.

3.2.1 PL measurements on sulfur and InGaP passivated GaAs NWs

The first experiment will consist of doing PL measurements on samples of passivated GaAs
NWs. The passivation layers will consist of S, S-SiO2 and InGaP passivated GaAs NWs.
Next to that the PL measurements will also done on the substrate on which the NWs
have been grown, before and after EBL. These measurements will then be discussed and
compared with each other. In Chapter 2.8 the passivation process is explained, as well as
why S, S-SiO2 and InGaP have been chosen as options for the passivation of GaAs NWs.
SEM images of the NWs used in the PL experiment will also be made and discussed. These
results are presented in Chapter 4.1 of this report.

3.2.2 PL measurements on InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for a different
number of digital etching steps

The second experiment will consist of doing PL measurements on several samples of InGaP
passivated GaAs NWs. The samples will consist of GaAs NWs which have been digitally
etched for 1 to 7 times. Each of these samples has been passivated with different thicknesses
(10, 30 and 50 nm) of InGaP using the MOVPE reactor. Therefore in total there will be 6
different types of samples for each number of steps of digital etching which each have been
passivated with 3 different thicknesses of InGaP. An overview of the samples can be found
in table 2. There is no sample of DE2 with passivation layer thickness of 30 nm. The PL
measurements will be done on three different spots on the NWs, as well as on the substrate.
Thereafter, for each sample the 3 NW spectra will be integrated and the average IPL will
be divided by the IPL of the substrate for that sample. The uncertainty in the average
IPL is calculated using equation 12 in the Appendix. All spectra will be divided by the
exposure time. Finally the IPL relative to planar PL will be plotted for each number of
digital etching (DE) steps using Origin. The results are presented in Chapter 4.2. SEM
and TEM will be used to further investigate the NWs.
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3.2.3 PL measurements on S passivated GaAs NWs for different number of
digital etching steps

The following experiment is performed in order to determine if the optimal number of
digital etching steps for InGaP passivation is the same as the optimum number of digital
etching steps for S passivation. The experiment is performed in the following manner. The
unpassivated GaAs NWs will be produced the same way as in the previous experiment.
Next these NWs will be digitally etched 0, 1, 3 and 6 times. These digitally etched NWs
will all be passivated with sulfur with the same recipe. PL measurements will be performed
on the NWs, as well as on the substrates of 4 the samples. Finally IPL relative to planar
GaAs will be plotted against the number of digital etching steps in the same manner as the
previous experiment. The results are presented in Chapter 4.3.

3.2.4 IQE measurements of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for different number
of digital etching steps

Before the IQE measurements can be understood, a little bit of theoretical background
needs to be explained. One simple way to determine the IQE was proposed in an article by
Yang-Seok Yoo et al. [28]. This analysis method is based on the rate equation:

G = An+Bn2 + Cn3, (5)

In this equation G represents the total carrier generation rate, n the carrier concentration
and A, B and C are the recombination coefficients. The three terms in this equation, An,
Bn2 and Cn3 represent Shockley-Read-Hall nonradiative recombination, radiative
recombination and Auger nonradiative recombination and/or possibly carrier overflow
respectively. The laser power in PL experiments, Plaser, depends on the rate equation in
the following way:

Plaser =
Aspothν

(1−R)α
G =

G

x
, (6)

in which R is the Fresnel reflection at the sample surface, α the absorption coefficient of
the active region, Aspot the laser spot area and hν the photon energy of the laser and x is

expressed as (1−R)α
Aspothν

.

IQE, which was described in Chapter 2.2 as the ratio of the number of extracted carriers
from the solar cell and the number of absorbed photons. Therefore, in other words the IQE
can be described as the radiative recombination rate over the total carrier generation rate,
which is given by this equation:

IQE =
Bn2

An+Bn2 + Cn3
. (7)

The integrated PL intensity can be expressed as the product of the radiative recombination
and a constant determined by the volume of the excited active region and the total collection
efficiency of luminescence (a):
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IPL = aBn2. (8)

Using this expression for IPL equation 5 can be expressed in terms of IPL. If this equation
is then divided by x an equation for Plaser as a function of IPL is obtained:

Plaser =
G

x
=

A

x
√
aB

√
IPL +

1

xa
IPL +

C

x(aB)3/2
I
3/2
PL . (9)

This equation can be rewritten as:

Plaser = P1

√
IPL + P2IPL + P3I

3/2
PL , (10)

where P1 = A
x
√
aB

, P2 = 1
xa and P3 = C

x(aB)3/2
. Using these equations the IQE can be

expressed as a function of IPL, Plaser and P2 in the following way:

IQE =
Bn2

An+Bn2 + Cn3
=
Bn2

G
=

aBn2

xaPlaser
=
P2IPL
Plaser

(11)

Therefore the IQE can be calculated by only knowing these 3 parameters. When power
dependent PL measurements are performed all these parameters can be obtained, from
which the IQE can be calculated.

The actual experiment to determine the IQE then works as follows. Using the PL setup
power dependent PL measurements will be performed on 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs
NWs that have undergone 4, 5 and 6 steps of digital etching. For each Plaser PL spectra
were obtained, divided by the exposure time, and then integrated in order to obtain IPL.
Now plots can be made of IPL as a function of Plaser. Once these plots have been made,
the parameter P2 can be determined by fitting the plots with equation 10. In order to do
this the laser power will be plotted on the y-axis, while the integrated PL intensity will be
plotted on the x-axis. Now the IQE for each Plaser can simply be obtained by equation 11.
The results are are presented in Chapter 4.4.
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4 Results and discussion

To determine the optimal parameters for the passivation of GaAs NWs for nanowire solar
cells several experiments have been performed. In the first experiment in Chapter 4.1
InGaP and S passivation will be compared directly. In the second experiment in Chapter
4.2 the optimal number of digital etching steps and passivation layer thickness for InGaP
passivation of GaAs NWs is determined by comparing integrated PL measurements. In the
final experiment in Chapter 4.3 the results from InGaP will be compared to S passivated
GaAs NWs.

4.1 PL measurements on sulfur and InGaP passivated GaAs NWs

PL measurements have been done on samples of sulfur and InGaP passivated GaAs NWs.
The results are presented in Chapter 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

4.1.1 PL measurements of S and S-SiO2 passivated GaAs NWs

In figure 9a the PL measurements have been done on S and S-SiO2 passivated GaAs NWs
as well as on the substrate on which they have been grown, before and after EBL. All
PL spectra have been normalized by the exposure time so the intensity can be compared
directly.

From the figure it can be seen that the depositing of a SiO2 thin film on the S passivated
GaAs NWs does not give a clear improvement on PL intensity. Another notable observation
is that the GaAs substrate after EBL gives such a low PL intensity that it can hardly be
distinguished from the background level while the GaAs substrate before EBL has quite
a high PL emission peak. The reason the PL emission of the GaAs substrate after EBL
is so low might come from the defects that have formed during the first processing steps.
However, due to the high SRV of GaAs, as explained in Chapter 2.3, the clean GaAs wafer
should have a low PL intensity while in the results it can be seen that it has an even
higher emission peak than the S-SiO2 passivated GaAs NWs. During the processing steps
of creating the GaAs NWs the nanowire surface will be damaged severely. If the NWs are
passivated without cleaning the surface first, as has been done in this experiment, the PL
intensity will be affected by this. In the experiment in Chapter 4.3 this dependence of the
PL intensity of S passivated NWs on the number of cleaning steps is shown. Furthermore
it can be seen that the S-SiO2 GaAs substrate has a higher PL intensity than the S-SiO2

NWs. Due to the high surface to volume ratio of the NWs the passivated substrate will have
a higher PL intensity than the NWs if they have been passivated badly. This is because the
amount of affected surface of the substrate is lower than for the NWs. For S passivation
the NWs have a higher PL intensity than the substrate.

One thing to note about the credibility of the measurements is that the high PL intensity
that can be seen from the results could be related to the fact that the light from the
passivated substrate is outcoupled better. This means the light detected by the spectrometer
would not actually come from photoluminescence. Only if the NWs are removed from the
substrate it can be claimed that the high PL intensity come from the NWs. This applies to
all PL measurements that are conducted in this report.
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(a) Photoluminescence measurements of S and S-SiO2 passivated GaAs nanowires including substrate
measurements (Plaser = 0.239 mW, λ = 532 nm).

(b) SEM images of S and S-SiO2 passivated GaAs NWs. (0◦ tilt, the laying NWs can be seen because
the array has partly been broken)

Figure 9: Photoluminescence spectra and SEM images of S and S-SiO2 passivated GaAs
NWs without digital etching.

SEM measurements on the NWs have also been performed. In figure 9b the SEM images of
the S and S-SiO2 NWs can be seen. The images have been taken with a 0◦ tilt. The laying
NWs can be seen because part of the array has been broken to clearly see the sidewalls of
the NWs. The shape of the NWs looks as expected. The side walls seem to not contain any
side facets. Side facets form when the NWs are heated up to high temperatures [16]. Since
for S passivation the NWs do not need to be heated up to very high temperatures they also
should not contain any side facets.

4.1.2 PL measurements of S, S-SiO2 including InGaP passivated GaAs
NWs

In figure 10a the same measurements as in figure 9a can be seen with the addition of PL
measurements of 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs and InP NWs. Looking at these
measurements it is clear that InGaP passivated GaAs NWs have a much higher PL
intensity than S and S-SiO2 passivated GaAs NWs. The integrated PL intensity of the
InGaP passivated NWs is 15.7 times higher than for the sulfur passivated NWs. Therefore
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from the PL spectra it can be concluded that InGaP is a much better candidate for GaAs
NW passivation than sulfur. It should be mentioned however that if InGaP is not grown
completely lattice matched to GaAs it would result in many defects that affect the
passivation quality. Next to that both the InGaP passivated GaAs NWs and the InP NWs
have been measured at a laser power of 0.266 mW, while the S and SiO2 passivated NWs
have been measured at a laser power of 0.239 mW. This power difference between the
measurements scales the PL intensity in a linear fashion so the InGaP passivated NWs
will be positively influenced by this. However in this power range the PL intensity of the
InGaP passivated NWs will still be orders of magnitude higher than for sulfur. More
accurate measurement results could be given if all of the samples would be measured at
the same laser power. This will be an improvement for the future experiments. Also
HRSTEM imaging can be used to observe if the InGaP is actually grown lattice matched
to GaAs. This has been done and will be discussed in Chapter 4.2. Another
recommendation for future experiments is doing time resolved PL measurements. With
this the carrier lifetime and subsequently the SRV can be measured with which it could be
concluded with more certainty that InGaP is a better candidate for GaAs passivation than
sulfur. Furthermore the passivation parameters, such as passivation layer thickness,
amount of digital etching steps can still be changed which might result in a higher PL
intensity for S passivated NWs.

SEM images of the 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs have also been performed and can
be seen in figure 10b. The hexagonal shapes due to the side facets can clearly be seen here.
These side-facets arise because of the heating up of GaAs to 700 ◦C [16]. Furthermore it
can be seen that the surface of the NWs is not smooth, the NWs have not been passivated
evenly around the surface. To examine the InGaP layer of the InGaP passivated NWs more
clearly TEM measurements are performed and are discussed in Chapter 4.2.2.

4.2 PL measurements on InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for a different
number of digital etching steps

PL measurements have been performed on GaAs NWs which have gone through 2 to 7 steps
of digital etching and have been passivated with InGaP with a thickness of 10, 30 and 50
nm.

An example of the measured spectra is given in figure 11a. For this figure the data has
been represented with the exposure time with which the measurements have been done,
thus 0.1 s for the NWs and 5 s for the substrate. This makes it easier to see the substrate
spectrum but keep in mind that this spectrum should be 50 times smaller relative to the
NW spectra than figure 11a shows. In this figure it can be seen that the PL spectra is
measured on three different spots on the sample, as well as on the substrate. Two peaks
can be seen that indicate the band gaps of the measured material as has been explained
in Chapter 3.1.1. One large peak can be seen at the band gap of GaAs at 1.426 eV and
one small peak at the band gap of InGaP. The band gap of InGaP changes along with the
composition of In, when the InGaP is exactly lattice matched with GaAs it has a band gap
of 1.93 eV at 300 K [8]. The InGaP peak in figure 11a is located at 1.857 eV, therefore it
can be concluded that the InGaP is very close to being lattice matched with GaAs. The
peculiar thing however is that the InGaP peak can only be seen for the substrate. A reason
why the InGaP peak is present for the substrate and not for the NWs might be because
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(a) Photoluminescence measurements of S and S-SiO2 passivated GaAs nanowires including substrate
measurements. In the same graph earlier PL measurements of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs and
InP NWs are present. (λ = 532 nm).

(b) SEM images of 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs. The left image is a top view, the right
image is made at a 30◦ tilt.

Figure 10: Photoluminescence spectra of InP NWs and S, S-SiO2 and InGaP passivated
GaAs NWs (a) including SEM images of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs (b).
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at the substrate the amount of InGaP relative to GaAs is much bigger compared to on the
NWs. The passivation has been done in such a way that the entire sample was placed in
the MOVPE reactor, therefore the substrate should have an equal amount of InGaP as the
NWs. However the surface of the NWs is much bigger than the surface of the substrate.
Therefore the relative amount of InGaP on the substrate surface is much larger than the
amount of InGaP on the NW surface. This very likely results in the InGaP peak in figure
11a being visible on the substrate while not being visible on the NWs.

In figure 11b SEM images of these NWs have been added. From the top view image it can
again be seen that the NWs have formed side facets during the passivation. On the 30◦ tilt
image it can be seen that the passivation layer looks to not be passivated evenly. Next to
that some particles appear to be present on the surface of the NWs. To investigate this
more precisely TEM images will be performed, more on that in Chapter 4.2.2. Furthermore
in this image it can be seen that the front array is damaged. Additionally it can be seen
that more InGaP has been deposited on the NWs at the edge of the array then on the NWs
inside the array. Aside from that the shape of the NWs is similar. The reason why more
InGaP has been deposited on the NWs at the edge of the array is how the MOVPE works.
When the In, Ga and P gases enter the reactor room they end up on the GaAs NWs. For
the NWs inside the array there are other NWs around them where the InGaP can also land
on, while for the NWs at the edge of the array this is not the case. One more thing that
can be seen in both images is that some NWs coalesce. To be able to compare the shape of
the 10, 30 and 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs more precisely SEM images have been
made for the three shell thicknesses for samples with the same number of digital etching
steps. These results will be discussed in Chapter 4.2.4. First the integrated PL intensity
results will be discussed in the next section.

4.2.1 Integrated PL intensity as a function of digital etching steps

In order to represent the data in an efficient matter the IPL relative to planar GaAs is
plotted against the number of digital etching steps, for every passivation layer thickness
of InGaP. To get the IPL relative to planar GaAs all spectra are divided by the exposure
time, then average IPL of the 3 NW spectra is divided by IPL of the substrate spectrum.
Thereafter the plot has been made and the results can be seen in figure 12. From the results
it can be seen that there is no clear trend between the number of digital etching steps and
the PL intensity. However, it can be seen from the figure that IPL seems to be higher for an
uneven digital etching steps than for an even number of digital etching steps. The reason
for this is still unclear, but it might have something to do with the refractive index. Both
the NWs and the substrate mainly consist of GaAs. However since the NWs cover a smaller
volume than the substrate the refractive index changes slightly. The way with which the
refractive index changes depends on the NW volume, which in turn depends on the number
of digital etching steps and InGaP layer thickness. This could result in this oscillating kind
of behaviour that is observed. Even though there is no clear connection between the number
of digital etching steps and IPL, the average of the average integrated PL intensity relative
to planar GaAs for all samples is 118 ± 28.

Nevertheless it can be concluded from the PL measurements that the 30 nm nanowire arrays
seem to give the highest IPL on average and would therefore be the best passivation layer
thickness. Additionally 3 number of digital etching steps seem to be the best number since
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(a) PL measurement of 30 nm InGaP passivated DE6 GaAs NWs.

(b) SEM images of 30 nm InGaP passivated DE6 GaAs NWs. The left image is a top view and the
right image is taken at a 30◦ tilt at the edge of the array.

Figure 11: Photoluminescence spectra and SEM images of 30 nm InGaP passivated DE6
GaAs NWs.

these give the highest result for 10 and 30 nm. Every extra digital etching step adds up to
the total processing time, therefore 3 number of digital etching steps would be reasonable
in that respect. Next to that every digital etching step decreases the diameter of the GaAs
NWs by about 10 nm as has been explained in Chapter 2.7. As explained in Chapter
2.2 τeff,nrad is inversely proportional to the nanowire diameter. A lower d therefore leads
to a higher τeff,nrad, which will eventually lead to a lower VOC and thus a lower solar cell
efficiency. This means a lower number of digital etching steps would be favorable so 3 seems
like the optimal number of digital etching steps.

From this it can be concluded that 30 nm InGaP passivation for GaAs NWs that have
undergone 3 steps of digital etching would be the best combination for the NW solar cell.
One thing to note are that the PL setup is not an extremely accurate measurement
technique in the sense that if the laser beam is focused a little better or worse it would
give very different PL results. More reliable conclusions can be made if the integrated PL
measurements are compared with ERE data or time-resolved PL measurements that give
quantitative results such as carrier lifetimes and from there the SRV.
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Figure 12: PL measurement of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs that have undergone 2-7 steps
of digital etching and each have been passivated by 10, 30 and 50 nm of InGaP. (λlaser =
532 nm, Plaser ∼ 280 mW)

4.2.2 TEM images of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs

TEM images of a 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NW without digital etching can be seen in
figure 13. This figure shows the presence of the different components in an InGaP passivated
GaAs NW. In figure 13a the GaAs NW and the InGaP layer can clearly be distinguished.
With this it becomes clear that the InGaP layer is not evenly distributed over the NWs and
is thus not 50 nm for every spot on the NW surface. This affects the spectral behaviour
of the NWs and thus the results of figure 12 are less reliable. The reason why the InGaP
layer is thicker on one side of the NW compared to the other might be because of the side
facets. Due to the side facets the InGaP might be deposited easier on one side of the NW.
This in combination with the direction with which the InGaP enters the reactor might be
the reason for this uneven passivation.

Other observations from the TEM images are that there is a small oxidation layer at the
surface of the NWs which is as expected. The oxides are not present in the body of the
NW which means the oxides have been removed well before the passivation. Furthermore
it can be seen that almost no diffusion of In and P into the GaAs NW core has happened
during the passivation. In order to examine if the InGaP passivation layer is lattice matched
to GaAs high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HSTEM) has been performed.
This result can be seen in figure 14. From the figure no visible defects can be observed
indicating that the InGaP shell is in fact lattice matched to GaAs. Therefore this has not
led to reduction in spectral properties.
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(a) TEM pictures showing the presence of As, Ga, In, P and O in an InGaP passivated GaAs NW.

(b) TEM graph that shows the presence of the different components in an InGaP passivated GaAs
NWs. The graph is made at the blue rectangle of the top left image in (a).

Figure 13: TEM images of a 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NW. The NW has undergone
7 steps of digital etching.
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Figure 14: HRSTEM image of a 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NW. The NW has undergone
7 steps of digital etching.

4.2.3 PL spectra of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs

Another way to represent the data is to take the best performing PL spectrum, like the
NW3 spectrum in figure 11a, for every DE step and plotting them in the same graph for
every InGaP shell thickness. This results in figure 15. This way of representing the results
is less clear for direct comparison but it does give the opportunity to compare the shape of
the spectra.

Looking at the spectra it can be seen that there are some samples that have a higher
PL intensity region between 1.25 and 1.4 eV. There should be no emission in this region,
therefore this emission can very likely come from contaminations or defects present on the
sample. This higher emission region leads to a larger surface area under the graph and thus
a higher integrated PL result. Furthermore the 50 nm InGaP DE6 sample has an oddly
shaped PL spectrum in addition to being the sample with the highest PL intensity for the
50 nm InGaP samples. This could be caused by a mistake during the measurements or a
faulty sample. Looking at figure 12 it can be seen that the 50 nm InGaP DE6 is the only
exception where the 50 nm InGaP gives a higher integrated PL result than the 10 and 30
nm samples and this could therefore come from the oddly shaped spectrum. From these
insights it can once more be concluded that the IPL results from figure 12 might not be
that reliable. However the results can be good as a first indication of what could be the
best combination of InGaP layer thickness and number of DE steps.
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(a) PL spectra of 10 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for 2-7 DE steps.

(b) PL spectra of 30 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for 3-7 DE steps.

(c) PL spectra of 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for 2-7 DE steps.

Figure 15: PL spectra of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for different InGaP shell thicknesses
and different number of DE steps (λlaser = 532 nm, Plaser ≈ 0.280 mW)
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4.2.4 SEM images of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs

SEM images of 10, 30 and 50 nm InGaP passivated DE5 GaAs NWs have been performed.
The results are presented in figure 16. From the hexagonal shape at the top view it can be
seen that side facets have been formed for all InGaP shell thicknesses. From the 30◦ tilted
images these side facets can also be seen by the straight lines on the wires. However for
these DE5 NWs the InGaP layer seems to have been divided much more evenly around the
surface compared to what can be seen from SEM images for the other InGaP passivated
NWs in this report in figures 11b and 10b. To investigate this more precisely TEM images
would need to be performed. Figure 16f is taken at the corner of the array. From this image
it can be seen that the NWs look tapered at the bottom. This is likely the result of the
NWs at the edge of the array receiving a thicker layer of InGaP than the NWs inside the
array. This is confirmed by the images of the NWs in figure 16b and 16d, that have been
taken inside the array. Here it can be seen that this tapering at the bottom is not present.
A reason for why this extra InGaP might present at the edge of the array has also been
given in Chapter 4.2. From comparing figure 16b and 16d it can also be seen that there is a
different tapering at the top of the NWs. It appears as if there is less InGaP at the top right
side of the NWs in figure 16d. Furthermore comparing the 10, 30 and 50 nm images it can
be seen that the wires appear thicker for increasing shell thickness which is as it should be.
Furthermore it can be seen that some NWs in the side views coalesce and some impurities
can be seen.

4.3 PL measurements on S passivated GaAs NWs for different number
of digital etching steps

PL measurements were performed on S passivated NWs that have been digitally etched 0, 1,
3 and 6 times. The obtained PL spectra have been integrated and divided by the substrate
in the same way as the previous experiment, which gives the IPL relative to planar GaAs.
These values are plotted against the number of digital etching steps and the results of the
experiment are given in figure 17. The figure shows that for S passivated GaAs NWs IPL
relative to planar GaAs increases to about 1.9 from DE0 to DE1 but does not increase much
further. This means that for S passivation the maximum efficiency is reached already when
the NWs have been digitally etched once.

When comparing this IPL graph of S to the same graphs for InGaP in figure 12 it can
be seen that the shape of the graphs is very different. It was expected that for InGaP
the shape of the graphs would be similar to the sulfur graph. This is because it was
expected that for an increasing number of DE steps the IPL would increase until a certain
maximum was obtained, after which the IPL would stay the same (as for sulfur), or even
decrease again. This trend is expected because the digital etching should increase the PL
intensity by removing the NWs from damage, impurities, contaminations and decrease the
surface roughness. However the PL intensity should saturate or decrease again after the
NW diameter is decreased after several DE steps. For InGaP however there is not a clear
connection between the number of DE steps and the integrated PL. However, it has to be
said that for sulfur the maximal IPL relative to planar GaAs is 2, for 6 DE steps, whereas
for InGaP this was 426, for 3 DE steps at an InGaP thickness of 30 nm. This number for
InGaP is much larger, so even though the graph does not look as expected the absolute
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(a) 10 nm InGaP top view. (b) 10 nm InGaP 30◦ tilt inside array.

(c) 30 nm InGaP top view. (d) 30 nm InGaP 30◦ tilt inside array.

(e) 50 nm InGaP top view. (f) 50 nm InGaP 30◦ tilt at edge of array.

Figure 16: SEM images of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs that have undergone 5 digital
etching steps.
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Figure 17: Integrated PL intensity of S passivated GaAs NWs relative to planar GaAs for
different number of digital etching steps.

numbers are much higher.

4.4 IQE measurements of InGaP passivated GaAs NWs for different
number of digital etching steps

In order to calculate the IQE, power dependent PL measurements have been performed on
50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs that have undergone 4, 5 and 6 steps of digital etching.
The result for the DE5 sample, which has been fitted by equation 10, can be seen in figure
18. Using the fit value for P2 the IQE can then be calculated for every excitation power.
This is done for DE4, DE5 and DE6. The results are presented in figure 19.

From the results it can be seen that the IQE is the highest for DE5. Furthermore it can be
seen that the result for DE4 is much lower compared to DE5 and DE6. From figure 15c it
can be seen that the 50 nm InGaP DE4 sample also gives a very low PL intensity, which
might also result in this low IQE. One more thing that can be seen by comparing figure 15c
and 19 is that a high PL spectra does not necessarily correspond with a high IQE, as DE6
has the highest PL spectrum by far, but DE5 has a higher IQE. Furthermore it can be seen
that for DE5 the IQE is larger than 1 for a Plaser of 0.2 mW. This is impossible as the IQE
can only maximally be 1. A reason for this could be that this is only is simple analysis to
calculate the IQE, which is based on the simplified rate equation in equation 5. This could
result in deviations from the actual IQE.
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Figure 18: Power dependent PL measurements of 50 nm InGaP passivated DE5 GaAs NWs.

The result has been fitted by equation 10, which resulted in: Plaser = (2.83721 ·10−5)I
1/2
PL +

(3.24871 · 10−8)IPL + (−5.4253 · 10−12)I
3/2
PL

Figure 19: Plot of the IQE as a function of the laser excitation power of 50 nm InGaP
passivated GaAs NWs for different number of digital etching steps.
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5 Conclusion

Several experiments have been performed to obtain the optimal parameters for the InGaP
passivation of GaAs NW solar cells in order to get maximum solar cell efficiency. The
parameters include the number of digital etching steps and passivation layer thickness. The
results are compared to sulfur passivated GaAs NWs.

The PL emission of S, S-SiO2 and InGaP passivated GaAs NWs are compared. From this
it resulted that the SiO2, which is used to improve the long term chemical stability of the
sulfur passivation, does not give a clear increase in PL intensity. The sulfur passivated
NWs do have a higher intensity than the substrate which means the passivation worked.
The InGaP passivated NWs turned out to have a 15.7 times higher PL intensity than the
S passivated NWs. From SEM images it could be seen that side facets have formed on the
NWs after the InGaP passivation and not after the S passivation which is as expected.

Experiments are performed to determine the optimal number of digital etching steps and
InGaP shell thickness for GaAs NWs. This is done by plotting the integrated PL intensity
versus the number of digital etching steps for an InGaP shell of 10, 30 and 50 nm. From
the results no clear connection was found between the number of digital etching steps and
the integrated PL intensity. However from the measurements it could be concluded that
an InGaP shell thickness of 30 nm seems to give the best result on average. Furthermore
3 digital etching steps would likely be the optimal number because it not only gives the
highest integrated PL intensity, but less DE steps also take less processing time. TEM
images support the statement that the InGaP is not spread evenly around the NW surface,
but has also not diffused into the GaAs core. Furthermore there is an oxide layer on the
surface of the InGaP, which is as expected, but there is no direct evidence for an oxide layer
between the GaAs core and the InGaP shell, which means the oxide layer has been removed
well before the passivation. From HRSTEM it has become clear that the InGaP is lattice
matched to the GaAs. The PL spectra show higher PL intensity in the 1.25 - 1.4 eV region
where there should not be any PL emission, which indicates there have been some defects
or contaminations on the samples. SEM images clearly show the side facets again, as well
as a tapered shape of the NWs at the edge of the array.

The optimal number of digital etching steps for S passivated GaAs NWs is determined by
plotting the integrated PL intensity versus the number of digital etching steps. The results
show IPL doubling after one digital etching step, but not increasing much further. This
means the optimal number of digital etching steps for S passivated GaAs NWs would be 1.
Although there was no clear connection for InGaP passivation, the average integrated PL
intensity of all samples was 118 ± 28, whereas for sulfur the maximal IPL was only 2.

The IQE was calculated according to the model by Yang-Seok Yoo et al. [28]. To do this
power dependent PL measurements were performed on 50 nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs
for 4, 5 and 6 steps of digital etching in order to determine the IQE. The results show that
the IQE for 5 rounds of digital etching is the highest, while the IQE for 4 digital etching
steps is much lower than for 5 and 6. The sample with 4 digital etching steps also had a
low PL spectrum, which might be related to the low IQE. However this connection is not
clear as the sample with 5 digital etching steps has a higher IQE than the sample with 6
while the sample with 6 digital etching steps has a higher PL intensity spectrum.
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6 Appendix

6.1 MATLAB scripts

The MATLAB script that is used to make the plots of the PL spectra and calculate the
integrated PL intensity is given below. The .SPE data is loaded into this MATLAB script
using the loadSPE script [26].

1 clear

2
3 %Define variables

4 h=4.13566766225*10^( -15); %planck

5 c=299792458; %speed of light

6
7 files = dir('*.SPE');
8
9 figure ();

10 for j = 1 : length(files)

11 %load files

12 data=loadSPE(files(j).name);

13 hold on

14
15 %turn wavelength (nm) into energy (eV)

16 xdata =[];

17 for i =1: length(data.wavelength)

18 xdata(i)=(h*c)/(data.wavelength(i)*10^( -9));

19 end

20
21 %fit data

22 f1=fit(xdata ',data.int ','gauss1 ');
23
24 %make data smooth

25 smoothdata=smooth(data.int);

26
27 %divide data and smooth data by exposure time

28 relsmoothdata=smoothdata/data.expo_time;

29 reldata=data.int/data.expo_time;

30
31 %plot smooth data

32 p = plot(xdata ', relsmoothdata ');
33 p(1).LineWidth =1.5;

34
35 %title , legend and axis

36 ttl=title('10nm InGaP passivated GaAs NWs');
37 ttl.FontSize =22;

38
39 lgd=legend('DE2','DE3','DE4','DE5','DE6','DE7');
40 lgd.FontSize =22;
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41 xlbl=xlabel('Energy (eV)');
42 xlbl.FontSize =22;

43 ylbl=ylabel('PL intensity (a.u.)');
44 ylbl.FontSize =22;

45
46 axis ([1.2 1.7 -100 150000]);

47 set(gca ,'FontSize ' ,22);
48
49 %integrate the data

50 int=trapz(data.wavelength ,reldata)

51
52 end

6.2 Uncertainty analysis

In Chapter 4.2.1 the average of three integrated PL intensities on the NWs has been taken.
The error in this average integrated PL intensity has been calculated using the following
equation:

∆I =
Imax − Imin

2
√
N

. (12)

In this equation ∆I represents the uncertainty in the average integrated PL intensity,
Imax and Imin represent the maximal and minimal value of the integrated PL intensity
respectively and N represents the number of integrated PL intensities.
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